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Abstract—This study proposes a hybrid MAC protocol that
can efficiently and effectively optimize the communication
channel access of a WBAN multi-class system. The proposed
protocol consists of two major processes that include the
contention phase (CP) and the transmission phase (TP). In the
CP, only the biomedical devices that have health packets to
transmit randomly contend with equal probabilities using a
slotted ALOHA scheme for transmission opportunities and
the successful biomedical devices are allocated a transmis-
sion time-slot by employing a reservation-based time division
multiple access (TDMA) scheme in the transmission phase. A
multi-objective optimization problem was formulated to max-
imize the system sum-throughput, packet success-access-
ratio, as well as the reservation ratio, and solved by the controller (i.e., access point) to determine the optimal length
of the CP and the number of biomedical devices that can transmit in the TP. Monte Carlo simulation was performed and
the optimization solution improved the proposed protocol’s performances. For validation purposes, the simulated results
in MATLAB revealed that the proposed protocol performs better than the contemporary system in the context of the
system sum-throughput, reservation ratio, and the average health packet delay with performance gains of about 9.2%,
9.5%, and 9.6% respectively.
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Index Terms— WBAN, MAC protocols, M2M, PSO, slotted ALOHA, TDMA, Internet of Things, multi-objective
optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION22

OWING to the recent advancement in the modern23

health-care sphere, different technologies, including the24

machine-to-machine (M2M) networks, internet of things (IoT)25

technology, and wireless body area networks (WBANs), can be26

used in health-care monitoring (HCM) for seamless healthcare27

services [1], [2].28
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For instance, the M2M concept in HCM involves the usage 29

of suitable sensor devices which are placed on, in, and around 30

patient’s body for early detection and prevention of critical 31

health conditions, and to also enable the monitoring of patients 32

vital signs remotely [2], [3]. This means that the sensor devices 33

in an M2M network could be deployed in a body area and 34

connected via a short range communication technology to form 35

a WBAN system [2]. As in WBAN systems, when an M2M 36

network is deployed in HCM, the sensory data are collected 37

by an access point for onward processing and transmission to 38

remote health-care facilities. Some examples of studies that 39

have employed M2M for HCM are [2]–[7]. 40

In the modern health-care domain, the usage of IoT 41

technologies play vital roles in patient’s monitoring since 42

it could be applied to different medical spheres like 43

real-time HCM as well as patient health-care and information 44

management. Similarly, the usage of IoT in HCM systems 45

could offer cost-effective services and may also help to reduce 46

patient’s hospitalization. In HCM settings, one of the essential 47

technologies of the IoT advancement is the WBAN technol- 48

ogy [9], which is used to monitor patient’s health condition(s). 49

Therefore, combing the IoT and WBAN technologies 50

together are essential in a HCM system for an improved 51

productivity [8]. This has led to several research studies in 52
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literature integrating WBAN and IoT, technologies, examples53

include [10]–[13].54

As promising as WBAN and/or M2M systems are in HCM,55

the ability to effectively access the communication channel56

by the biomedical devices presently pose a great challenge,57

in terms of collisions, when efficient channel access protocols58

are not considered, and this may have devastating impacts on59

the WBAN systems’ performance in the context of the system60

throughput, channel utilization efficiency, and delay [14], [15].61

To address this concern, the design of robust and efficient62

medium access control (MAC) protocols are promising solu-63

tions which could help to coordinate and manage how the64

devices gain access to the communication channel.65

Typically, WBAN systems mostly operates on a single MAC66

protocol channel and the communication between the device-67

to-device or device-to-coordinator in the case of a WBAN68

deployment with a large number of devices may result to69

high traffic load which could cause collisions, leading to70

degradation of the system’s performance. To address this71

concern, a hybrid multi-class MAC protocol that is frame72

based is considered in this paper to improve the WBAN system73

performance.74

The proposed multi-class concept is composed of four75

phases that include the notification phase (NP), con-76

tention phase (CP), announcement phase (AP), and the trans-77

mission phase (TP). At the beginning of a frame, all the78

devices in the network, which are subset of the network,79

receive a notification message from the access point notifying80

them about the beginning of the CP. In the CP, only the81

devices that are active, i.e., devices that have health packets82

(i.e., the packet generated by the biomedical devices used for83

monitoring patient’s health conditions for example, the packets84

generated by an electrocardiogram (ECG) sensor device, elec-85

troencephalogram (EEG) sensor device, and electromyography86

(EMG) sensor device) to transmit, contends for transmis-87

sion opportunities with equal probabilities by using a slotted88

ALOHA scheme and the successfully contended devices will89

send their health packets by employing a time division multiple90

access (TDMA) scheme in the TP.91

It is important to mention that in a given frame duration,92

the number of successfully contended devices increases if the93

CP duration is increased, but then, at the expense of a reduced94

TP duration, resulting to a decrease in the transmission slot95

opportunities. So, to obtain an optimal trade-off between the96

CP and the TP duration, an optimization problem is solved97

by the access point to maximize the system performances.98

Similarly, to enhance the system performance gains, the net-99

work was grouped into two classes, including classes 1 and 2.100

Class 1 is assumed to contain critical health packets, which101

requires a high reliability and a low delay, while class 2 is102

assumed to contain health packets that are less critical. The103

principal contributions of this work are highlighted as:104

• The design of a multi-class hybrid MAC protocol for105

a WBAN system is proposed to enhance the system106

performance gains.107

• The formulation of optimization solution models that108

optimizes the trade-off between the contention phase109

and the transmission phase to maximize the system110

sum-throughput, packet success-access-ratio, and the 111

reservation ratio. 112

• Based on the optimization problem that was formulated, 113

we propose a particle swarm optimization (PSO) based 114

algorithm that can efficiently determine the optimal 115

value for the contention phase duration for the network 116

so as to improve the system performance. 117

• Based on the criticality of the WBAN health packets for 118

decision making by the concerned healthcare providers, 119

we investigate how delay could be minimized and the 120

results of the analysis were presented. 121

• We applied a hybrid MAC protocol, including the slotted 122

ALOHA scheme and the TDMA scheme in the proposed 123

WBAN system for the purpose of contention and 124

reservation of transmission slot opportunities respectively. 125

To authors’ best knowledge, there is no existing work on 126

a hybrid multi-class MAC protocol that include the slotted 127

ALOHA and TDMA schemes for WBAN systems in literature. 128

This work is structured as follows: Section II presents 129

the related works. Section III explains the system model. 130

Section IV investigates the proposed MAC protocol perfor- 131

mance parameters. Section V presents the formulation of 132

the optimization problem. Section VI discusses the proposed 133

optimized hybrid multi-class MAC protocol and optimization 134

algorithm. Section VII presents the simulation results and 135

Section VIII concludes the work. 136

II. RELATED WORKS 137

This section reviews some existing works on MAC protocols 138

that have been proposed in literature to improve the efficiency 139

of the WBAN systems. For example, an adaptive MAC pro- 140

tocol that can adjust the IEEE 802.15.6 superframe structure, 141

prioritize the type of service, and assign a dynamic time-slot 142

based on traffic changes was proposed in [16], to reduce 143

the network delay, improve the energy consumption level, 144

and enhance the adaptability of the network. Also, authors 145

of [17] introduced a priority based adaptive MAC protocol 146

for allocating time-slots according to the priority of the traffic 147

in the network in a dynamic manner so as to improve the 148

throughput of the system, reduce energy consumption, and 149

collision ratio. 150

While in literature, there are only a few works on hybrid 151

MAC protocol for WBANs and some of them are reviewed 152

in this paper, for example [18]. In [18], authors proposed a 153

hybrid MAC protocol that includes the carrier sense multiple 154

access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) and the TDMA 155

schemes. The proposed system was designed to address inter- 156

ference issue in an inter-WBAN application which allows 157

multiple data transmission on different channels resulting to an 158

improved throughput performance and a collision reduction. 159

A context-aware MAC mechanism was introduced in [19] 160

where slotted CSMA/CA and TDMA mechanisms were 161

employed to address fading channel concern. Another example 162

is [20], authors designed an emergency-aware MAC protocol 163

which adopts a dynamic TDMA mechanism and a direct 164

sequence code division multiple access (DS-CDMA) mech- 165

anism to address periodic and emergency traffic requirements. 166
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Also, in [21], authors proposed a hybrid energy-harvesting167

MAC protocol that employs a dynamic scheduling method168

to provide different nodes priority levels, flexibility, and169

energy efficiency. To enhance periodic and emergency traffic in170

WBANs, authors of [22] proposed a SmartBAN hybrid MAC171

protocol that uses a TDMA protocol and a slotted ALOHA172

protocol to improve energy consumption and the delay of the173

system. Similarly, the investigation of a hybrid MAC protocol174

based on the SmartBAN and the IEEE 802.15.6 standards in175

the context of energy efficiency and delay were considered176

in [23]. Furthermore, the authors of [15] designed a hybrid177

MAC protocol that is based on a CSMA/CA protocol and a178

TDMA protocol to extend the network’s lifespan and enhance179

the energy utilization performance of the system. In contrast180

to [15], [18]–[23], we introduced a hybrid multi-class MAC181

protocol which adopts a slotted ALOHA mechanism and a182

TDMA mechanism to improve the WBAN systems perfor-183

mance gains, such as the sum-throughput, packet-success-184

access ratio, reservation ratio, and average delay.185

In [24], the authors designed a hybrid MAC protocol186

where a slotted ALOHA protocol was used as a contention187

mechanism and a TDMA protocol was used as a trans-188

mission mechanism. The lengths of the contention as well189

as the transmission durations were optimized and estimated190

to enhance the total system throughput, the packet success-191

access-ratio, and the reservation ratio. However, this work,192

i.e., [24], is only applicable to a system with a homogeneous193

network requirement. Also, the system throughput, packet194

success-access-ratio, and the reservation ratio could still be195

improved further than the presented solutions in [24]. To cater196

for these deficiencies, we consider a practical setting where197

network devices may have varying properties, such as the198

consideration of critical health packets and less critical health199

packets. As a consequence, this work expands on [24] by200

introducing a multi-class concept to cater for the heterogeneity201

requirement of the proposed network unlike [24] as well as202

maximize the total system throughput, packet success-access-203

ratio, and the reservation ratio. In addition, based on the critical204

nature of the WBAN health packets, the average packet delay205

of the proposed protocol was also improved upon. For the206

purpose of clarity, Table I presents a summary of the related207

works.208

III. PROSPOSED SYSTEM MODEL209

Our proposed network model explains the WBAN system210

model, health packet generation process, and the classification211

of the health packets. All these are discussed in the following212

subsections.213

A. WBAN System Model214

The WBAN system consists of a single access point sur-215

rounded by a number of biomedical devices, which are used216

for monitoring patients’ health conditions as illustrated in217

Fig. 1.218

Each of the devices gather its health packets and send it to219

the access point. Let D denotes the total number of devices in220

the network. Within this network, there exists two classes of221

Fig. 1. WBAN system architecture.

devices that are categorized based on their packet priority. It is 222

assumed that the class 1 contain devices that are denoted as 223

{l1, l2, . . . , L} and require a higher transmission performance 224

that include higher channel utilization, higher throughput, and 225

a low delay-rate than the class 2 devices which are denoted 226

as {q1,q2, ...,Q}. Additionally, it is assumed that only some 227

of the devices in both class 1 and class 2 are active. Thus, 228

let {m1,m2, ...,M} and {n1, n2, ..., N} represents the active 229

devices for class 1 and class 2 respectively in each frame. This 230

implies that in class 1 we have M[[space]] ≤ [[space]]L and 231

in class 2 we have N ≤ Q active devices that have to contend 232

for the transmission slot opportunities in order to transmit their 233

health packets. 234

B. Packet Generation Process 235

In the proposed protocol, each device that has health packets 236

to transmit has its offered traffic generated based on a Poisson 237

distribution and is stored in a transmitter buffer until the 238

beginning of a frame when there is an opportunity to contend 239

for a transmission. The probability that the Poisson arrival of a 240

device generates k health packets is expressed in (1) according 241

to [25] and [26] as: 242

Pk (t) = (λ× t)k × e−λ×t

k! , k = 0, 1, 2, . . . (1) 243

where t is the time interval and λ is the arrival rate. For the 244

sake of simplicity, an illustration of the health packet arrival 245

process for each device is shown in Fig. 2. While, Poisson 246

model process is considered in the work because it is an 247

efficient method that could be employed to model the total 248

traffic generated by a large plethora of related and independent 249

users. 250

C. Classification of Health Packet Priority 251

In this work, we assume that the devices have to assign their 252

health packets with two different priorities, such as the critical 253

health packets and the less critical health packets, such that the 254

critical health packets are classified into class1, while the less 255
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF RELATED WORKS

critical health packets are classified into class 2. Consequently,256

decisions are taken by the devices and the coordinator (i.e.,257

access point) based on these priorities during transmission and258

allocation of resources. Priorities are modelled in (2) based259

on [27] as:260

Pr = Ptype

λ× Plength
(2)261

where priority is denoted as Pr , Plength is the length of packet262

generated in bits, and Ptype is the packet type. Note, the critical263

health packets are assumed to have higher priority as compared264

to the less critical health packets, and they are required to be265

transmitted in a timely and reliable manner.266

IV. PERFORMANCE MODELING OF THE 267

PROPOSED MAC PROTOCOL 268

In this section, we consider the performance modeling of 269

the proposed MAC protocol. Since we assume that there are 270

M and N active devices in the system that will have to contend 271

for transmission slots during the contention phase, then, their 272

transmission period is divided into different slots based on the 273

TDMA reservation protocol. Each transmission period has a 274

time-slot duration denoted as TS . 275

Recall that the health traffic generation for each device is 276

based on a Poisson distribution and has an arrival rate λ. 277

Therefore, the expected value for the traffic generation time 278
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Fig. 2. WBAN packet generation process.

interval (Tinterval) is modelled as (3):279

Tinterval =
(
−TR1

log
(
1− G

L

)
)
+

⎛
⎝ −TR2

log
(

1− G
Q

)
⎞
⎠ (3)280

where λ = 1
Tinterval

, Tinterval =
( 1
λ

)
, the duration of T-REQ281

message is denoted as TR , while L and Q are the number282

of the devices in class 1 and 2 respectively. Also, the offered283

traffic is denoted as G. Thus, the health traffic arrival time for284

each individual device l and q in classes 1 and 2 respectively285

is expressed in (4) and (5) as:286

tl = −Tinterval log (1− (rad (l))) , ∀l = 1, 2, . . . , L (4)287

tq = −Tinterval log (1− (rad (q))) , ∀q = 1, 2, . . . , Q (5)288

where rad is a random number that follows a uniform289

distribution.290

Additionally, the data traffic (or message) of each device in291

class 1 and 2, i.e., l and q , are divided into k random health292

packets. Therefore, the k random generated health packets for293

each class is calculated in (6) and (7) as:294

kl = −Ts log (1− (rad (l))) , ∀l = 1, 2, . . . , L (6)295

kq = −Ts log (1− (rad (q))) , ∀q = 1, 2, . . . , Q (7)296

A. System Performance Parameters297

The performance parameters we put into consideration to298

measure the performance of our proposed MAC protocol299

are the system sum-throughput, packet success-access-ratio,300

reservation ratio, and delay.301

1) System Sum-Throughput: This performance metric was302

employed to evaluate the number of health packets that are303

transmitted successfully over the proposed protocol commu-304

nication channel. The system sum-throughput was applied to305

determine the total data rates that are successfully delivered 306

at a time interval from all the devices that are active to the 307

access point in the proposed network. It can be measured in 308

bps (or bits per second). Since the achievable throughput value 309

at the access point depends on the number of health pack- 310

ets successfully transmitted over the communication channel, 311

we employed an optimization method to develop a throughput 312

efficient MAC protocol that is suitable for a WBAN system. To 313

this end, we formulated an optimization problem for through- 314

put maximization to improve the throughput performance of 315

the proposed WBAN system. 316

Let Ssum be the system sum-throughput, Ps be the total 317

health packets that are successful and is calculated as 318

ks Plength , ks be the number of the successfully transmitted 319

health packets, Sr be the symbol rate of the biomedical 320

devices, and Tt be the transmission time. Then, the value of 321

the normalized throughput is modelled in (8) as: 322

Ssum = Ps Sr

Tt
= ks Plength

Sr Tt
(8) 323

2) Average Health Packet Delay: The average health packet 324

delay was used to determine the time it will take from when a 325

health packet is being generated until when it is successfully 326

received at the access point during a frame. In this study, 327

we calculate the average health packet delay to investigate 328

the reliability of the proposed MAC protocol. For this to be 329

achieved, we represent AvgDel to be the average health packet 330

delay, TDel as the total number of delay for all Sk health pack- 331

ets that are transmitted successfully over the communication 332

channel and Tt as the transmission time. Therefore, we model 333

the normalized value of the health packet delay in (9) as: 334

AvgDel =
(

TDel
Sk

)/
Tt

(9) 335

Moreover, TDel is expressed in (10) as: 336

TDel = Tdelay + LC P1 + LC P2 + L N P + L AP 337

+ LT P1 + LT P2 (10) 338

In (10), Tdelay represents the previous frame delay time, LC P1, 339

LC P2, LT P1, and LT P2 are the lengths of the contention phase 340

and transmission phase for both classes 1 and 2 respectively. 341

L N P and L AP are the lengths of the notification phase and 342

the announcement phase respectively. 343

3) Packet Success-Access-Ratio: This performance 344

measure was used to evaluate the ratio of the successfully 345

contended requests to that of the total number of the access 346

requests. Note, we assume that all the biomedical devices 347

that are active will contend for transmission opportunities, 348

which determines the total number of the access requests, 349

and only the successfully contended biomedical devices 350

will request for transmission opportunities. To enhance the 351

packet success-access ratio of the proposed MAC protocol, 352

we optimize the ratio of the successfully contended request 353

which is denoted as kreq and the total number of access 354

request which is denoted as kacc. Therefore, the packet 355

success-access-ratio (i.e., Saccess) is modelled in (11) as: 356

Saccess = kreq

kacc
(11) 357
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In addition, the Saccess is useful for evaluating how efficient358

the CP scheme is in terms of robustness, which in turn359

determines the value of Saccess .360

4) Reservation Ratio: The reservation ratio of the proposed361

protocol was estimated by finding the ratio of requests that362

are successfully reserved to that of the total access requests.363

Technically, it is not all the biomedical devices that access364

the communication channel will have a reserved transmission365

slot due to the fact that the access point will only reserve366

transmission slots for the successfully contended biomedical367

devices, hence, to increase the number of transmission slots368

of the proposed MAC protocol, we optimize the ratio of the369

successfully reserved request which is represented as kres and370

the total access requests which is denoted as kacc. Therefore,371

the reservation ratio (i.e., Sreservat ion) of the proposed protocol372

is calculated in (12) as:373

Sreservat ion = kres

kacc
(12)374

V. FORMULATION OF OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM375

Here, an optimization problem is formulated to obtain an376

optimal value for either LC P or LT P . This is vital to the377

performance of the system as the increase in the LC P will378

technically increase the probability of successful contention of379

the devices, while causing a reduction to the LT P subject to380

the constraint in (13), also, the reservation ratio will decrease,381

and this could lead to a significant packet delay.382

LC P1 + LC P2 + LT P1 + LT P2 ≤ T f r (13)383

Moreover, the trade-off between the LC P and the LT P in384

each class was solved by formulating an optimization problem385

aimed at improving the system sum-throughput, the packet386

success-access-ratio, and the reservation ratio. The optimiza-387

tion problem for the two classes in the network is modelled388

in (14) as:389

L∗C P1 + L∗C P2390

=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

arg max Ssum = S1 + S2 + . . .+ S�
arg max Saccess = Sacc1 + Sacc2 + . . .+ Saccβ

arg max Sreservat ion = Sres1 + Sres2 + . . .+ Sresg

(14)391

s. t. (13),392

Ps1 + Ps2 = (ks1 + ks2) Plength (15)393

ks1 + ks2 =
∑kres1

l=1
kl +

∑kres2

q=1
kq (16)394

Tt = kTt T f r (17)395

LC P1 + LC P2 = (Vs1 + Vs2) Ts (18)396

LT P1 + LT P2 = (Vr1 + Vr2) Tr (19)397

where Vs , Vr , ks , k, and kres are integers, S1 + S2 = Ps1+Ps2
Sr Tt

,398

Sacc1 + Sacc2 = kreq1+kreq2
kacc1+kacc2

, Sres1 + Sres2 = kres1+kres2
kacc1+kacc2

. Also,399

kTt represents the total simulated frames, Vs is the number of400

the TDMA slots, Vr is the total request, and kl and kq are the401

health packets for devices l and q as expressed in (6) and (7)402

respectively.403

The optimization problem formulated in (14) is referred to404

as a multi-objective optimization problem. A multi-objective405

Fig. 3. Proposed MAC protocol time frame structure.

optimization is considered when balancing the trade-off among 406

two or more objectives [28]. To solve the optimization prob- 407

lem, we combine and reformulate the three objective functions 408

in (14) together to form a maximization single-objective 409

optimization problem or fitness function in (20) according 410

to [28] and [29] using a weighting function method. Con- 411

sequently, a weighting factor is assigned to each objective 412

function in (20) [30]–[32] as: 413

L∗C P1 + L∗C P2 = max

(
ω1Ssum + ω2Saccess

+ω3Sreservat ion

)
(20) 414

where ω1, ω2, and ω3 are the weighting factors associated with 415

the objective functions in (20), and satisfies a normalization 416

condition of 1. 417

Based on (20), the optimized value for L∗C P1 + L∗C P2 was 418

obtained. While, the L∗T P1 + L∗T P2 is determined in (21) as: 419

T f r − L∗C P1 + L∗C P2 − L N P − L AP (21) 420

VI. PROPOSED OPTIMIZED HYBRID MULTI-CLASS MAC 421

PROTOCOL AND OPTIMIZATION AGORITHM 422

A. Proposed MAC Scheme Architecture Framework 423

As said earlier, the considered WBAN system operation is 424

based on a frame by frame approach and each of the frame 425

consists of four major phases that include the NP, CP, AP, 426

as well as the TP. It is noteworthy to mention that each frame 427

has a time frame length of T f r and could be classified into four 428

length phases, i.e., L N P , LC P , L AP , and LT P as illustrated 429

in Fig. 3. 430

For the purpose of simplicity, each of the phase is discussed 431

as follows in the context of operation: 432

1) Notification Phase: In this phase, a notification message 433

is sent by the access point to all the devices notifying them 434

about the beginning of a time frame. Once the message is 435

received by all the devices, then, only the devices which have 436

health packets to transmit will enter the CP in order to contend 437

for transmission slots opportunity, while the rest will go into 438

a sleep mode to save energy. 439

2) Contention Phase: In the contention phase, the devices 440

that are active contend for the reservation of transmission slots 441

based on the slotted ALOHA scheme with equal probabilities. 442

The contending devices will have to send a transmission 443

request (T-REQ) message in a random manner to the access 444

point. If more than a device sends the T-REQ message to 445

the access point concurrently without a time interval, there 446

is a possibility of a collision occurrence. But, if only one 447
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device sends the T-REQ message to the access point at a time,448

contention is said to be successful and the access point reserve449

a transmission slot during the transmission phase to transmit its450

health packet. In the case of a collision occurrence, the device451

waits for a period of time before retransmitting the health452

packets. Furthermore, when a T-REQ message is received453

successfully by the access point from a device, the access point454

sends an acknowledgment (ACK) message along with the455

reserved number of time-slots during the AP to the successful456

devices. Thereafter, the device will no longer send a T-REQ457

message once an ACK message is received from the access458

point.459

3) AnnouncementPhase: This is the phase where the access460

point announces the successful contended devices through461

an announcement message. After the announcement message,462

the successful devices switch to the transmission mode and463

are ready to transmit their health packets, while the devices464

that are unsuccessful during the CP goes into a sleep mode.465

4) Transmission Phase: Here, the successfully contented466

devices transmit their health packets using the TDMA mech-467

anism by switching on their transmitter module during their468

own specific assigned time-slots and switch it off during others469

time-slots.470

B. Proposed Hybrid Multi-Class MAC Protocol471

Optimization Algorithms472

The operation of the proposed hybrid multi-class MAC473

protocol is presented in Algorithm 1 to describe process of the474

protocol. In Algorithm 1, the active devices are initialized and475

an optimization model presented in Algorithm 2 is employed476

to obtain optimal values of L∗C P1 + L∗C P2.477

Note that, in Algorithm 1 ϕ stands for the available TDMA478

slot.479

It is important to mention that the agenda of (20) is to480

determine the optimal time to be allocated to LC P1 and LC P2.481

To get the optimal values for L∗C P1 and L∗C P2, the optimal482

solutions that optimizes Ssum , Saccess , and the Sreservat ion483

are determined. Note, there are several optimization methods484

that could be used to solve (20), examples include the485

nature-inspired optimization methods, such as the PSO486

method, ant colony optimization (ACO) method, GA method,487

and so on. A PSO based algorithm is adapted for solving488

the optimization problem in this work because of its benefits489

over methods like the GA, which is not really efficient for490

handling optimization problems with constraints [33]. Even491

though, methods like a penalty function could be combined492

with a GA method to deal with constraint optimization493

problems, this method is still limited because of the difficulty494

in choosing a suitable penalty parameter value [30].495

Based on the adopted PSO method in this work, we deter-496

mine the optimal values, i.e., L∗C P1, L∗C P2, L∗T P2, and L∗T P2,497

for both the contention as well as the transmission phases for498

each class to be used in the proposed hybrid multi-class MAC499

protocol process.500

As said earlier, a PSO algorithm is applied to (20)501

and the optimization problem is denoted by L∗C P1 + L∗C P2502

(ψ , σ), where ψ and σ depends on the design variables503

Algorithm 1 Proposed Hybrid Multi-Class MAC Protocol
1: Initialization of active devices
2: Ensure the optimal values of: L∗C P1, L∗C P2, L∗T P1, L∗T P2

using
Algorithm 2 and (21)

3: for a new time frame do
4: apply a slotted ALOHA protocol
5: end for
6: if there is an available TDMA slot then
7: reserve a TDMA slot
8: ϕ = ϕ − 1
9: else

10: set a back-off period
11: end if
12: if this is the end of L∗C P1 + L∗C P2 then
13: apply a TDMA protocol
14: else
15: go back to step 4
16: end if
17: if this is the end of L∗T P1 + L∗T P2 then
18: go back to step 2
19: else
20: go back to step 13
21: end if
22: end

(LC P1, LT P1) and (LC P2, LT P2) for classes 1 and 2 respec- 504

tively. Each device l and q is denoted by a particle in 505

classes 1 and 2 respectively and they serve as possible solu- 506

tions to (20). Also, each particle l position is defined using 507

vector ψl and each particle q position has a vector form 508

of σq . Hence, the vector form of ∀l ∈ (l1, l2, . . . , L) and 509

∀q ∈ (q1, q2, . . . , Q) is defined by ψl =
[
xl1, xl2, . . . , xlξ

]T
510

and σq =
[
xq1, xq2, . . . , xq F

]T where ξ ∈ (l1, l2, . . . , L) and 511

F ∈ (q1, q2, . . . , Q). 512

The modeling of the positions is done using a coordinate 513

system (x, y). Note, the position expression for particle l and 514

particle q are defined using (1 ≤ l ≤ E) and (1 ≤ q ≤ H ) 515

respectively where variables E and H are the maximum values 516

of the particles. In the objective function (20), each particle 517

l and q position contain the variables for the contention 518

phase and the transmission phase, and the constraint functions 519

(13) and (15)-(19). ψl and σq include time indexes represented 520

as ψl (t) and σq (t). Also, the position of each of the particle l 521

and q include velocities represented as vl (t) and vq (t) respec- 522

tively. The vl (t) and vq (t) shows how each particle moves in 523

the context of distance as well as direction. In every iteration, 524

the devices l and q fitness value for L∗C P1 + L∗C P2 (ψl (t)) 525

and L∗C P1+ L∗C P2

(
σq (t)

)
are calculated. Moreover, for every 526

particle l and q , positions and velocities are updated based on 527

the proposed hybrid multi-class MAC protocol PSO algorithm 528

model as expressed in Algorithm 2. 529

In Algorithm 2, represents the acceleration coefficients are 530

defined by c1 as well as c2 and are both assigned 2 being 531

a standard value, while ω denotes the inertial weight and is 532

allocated a value of 1, also, being a s standard value [34], [35], 533
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Algorithm 2 Proposed Hybrid Multi-Class MAC Protocol
PSO Optimization Algorithm
Input: ω, E, R, H, c1, c2, Vmax

Output: L∗C P1 + L∗C P2
Solve for class 1 and 2 active devices l and q L∗C P1 + L∗C P2
in a frame
1: for l = 1 to E &&q = 1 to H do
2: initialize t:= 0, then start the process
3: generate new particles ψl(t) && σq(t) with velocities

υl(t)
&&υq(t) randomly, � υl(t) && υq (t) has a lower and
upper
bounds of Vmax && −Vmax respectively

4: compute the fitness values for particles l and q , L∗C P1+
L∗C P2(
ψl (t) , σq (t)

)
, based on the fitness function in (20), and

(13), (15) -
(19) and set the best solutions for the particles l and q
as ψ̄l P Best (t) until the l-th iteration && σ̄q P Best (t)
until the q-th iteration

5: select the particles with best fitness values amongst
particles l ′s
and q ′s, then, let the best solution denote ψ̄lG Best (t) until
the l-th iteration for particle l and set σ̄qG Best (t) as the
best
solution until the q-th iteration for particle q

6: repeat
7: end for loop
8: for every particle l do
9: let t← t + 1

10: compute the velocity of particle l as: υl(t+1) = ωυl(t)+
c1(ψ̄l P Best (t)−ψ l(t))+ c2(ψ̄lG Best (t)−ψ l(t))

11: update each particle l’s position by using:
ψl (t + 1) = ψl(t)+ υl(t + 1)

12: end for loop
13: for every particle q do
14: let t← t + 1
15: compute the velocity of particle q as: υq(t + 1) =

ωυq(t)+
c1(σ̄q P Best (t)− σ q(t))+ c2(σ̄qG Best (t)− σ q(t))

16: update each particle q’s position by using:
σq (t + 1) = σq (t)+ υq(t + 1)

17: end for loop
18: for every particle l do
19: if L∗C P1 + L∗C P2 (ψl (t))	 (ψ̄l P Best (t)) then
20: update ψ̄l P Best (t) = ψl (t)
21: end if
22: if L∗C P1 + L∗C P2 (ψl (t))	 (ψ̄lG Best (t)) then
23: update ψ̄lG Best (t) = ψl (t)
24: end if
25: end for loop
26: repeat until t 	 R
27: return ψ̄lG Best (t)
28: until convergence

Algorithm 2 (Continued.) Proposed Hybrid Multi-Class MAC
Protocol PSO Optimization Algorithm
29: for every particle q do
30: if L∗C P1 + L∗C P2

(
σq (t)

)	 (σ̄q P Best (t)) then
31: update σ̄q P Best (t) = σq (t)
32: end if
33: if L∗C P1 + L∗C P2

(
σq (t)

)	 (σ̄qG Best (t)) then
34: update σ̄qG Best (t) = σq (t)
35: end if
36: end for loop
37: repeat until t 	 R
38: return σ̄qG Best (t)
39: until convergence
40: return L∗

C P1 + L∗
C P2

TABLE II
SIMULATION SETTINGS

and ω ∈ [ω1, ω2, ω3] = 1. Moreover, Vmax was used to 534

define the maximum movement that can be made by each 535

particle during iterations and R denotes the maximum number 536

of iterations. 537

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS 538

A. Simulation Configuration 539

The proposed hybrid multi-class MAC protocol was config- 540

ured using the settings in Table II. In this work, we assume 541

the same simulation settings used in the baseline protocol, 542

i.e., [24], for the newly proposed protocol, which would serve 543

as a baseline for evaluating the obtained results. 544

The proposed protocol is composed of a total number of 545

D = 1000 devices. The position of the devices and the access 546

point is modelled using a coordinate system with an access 547

point of 500 m radius at the center as shown in Fig. 4. 548

Additionally, the proposed protocol includes two classes, 549

i.e., class 1 and class 2, and is assumed that the class 1 550

contains l devices with kl critical health packets, while class 2 551

contains q devices that have kq less critical health packets. 552

The traffic generated by the devices in each class of the 553

system follows a Poisson distribution as discussed earlier in 554

Section III. Also, the proposed protocol was compared with a 555
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Fig. 4. Network deployment structure.

contemporary optimized hybrid MAC protocol for validation556

and performance gain evaluation purposes.557

B. Comparison of the Optimization Results558

For the purpose of comparison and validation, this section559

presents the optimization results of the L∗C P1 + L∗C P2
/
T f r

560

ratio for different configurations of D = 200, 400, 600,561

800, and 1000 devices. For D = 1000 devices, L was set562

to 750 devices for class 1 and Q was set to 250 devices563

for class 2. This help to investigate the optimal value of the564

L∗C P1 + L∗C P2
/
T f r

ratio to optimize the system performance565

related to the sum-throughput, packet success-access-ratio,566

and the reservation ratio. The outcome of the Monte Carlo’s567

simulation experiments for the configurations is presented in568

Fig. 5. From Fig. 5, it is apparent that the optimal value569

achieved by the proposed protocol for L∗C P1 + L∗C P2 outper-570

forms that of the baseline protocol in [24], for example, for571

D = 200, 400, and 600 devices we obtain optimized values572

of 0.23, 0.21, and 0.20 respectively, while the baseline protocol573

has optimized values of 0.18, 0.15, and 0.14 respectively.574

This implies that a performance improvement of 36.1% was575

achieved in the optimized value over the baseline protocol. The576

improvement could be attributed to the proposed multi-class577

concept that was introduced and the proposed PSO-based578

optimization algorithm that efficiently determines the optimal579

values of the LC P1 and LC P2 which optimizes the system580

sum-throughput, packet-success-access ratio, and the reser-581

vation ratio based on the total number of devices in both582

class 1 and class 2. We observed that both the proposed and583

the baseline protocols experienced a slight decrease in the584

value of the L∗C P1 + L∗C P2 achieved for different number of585

D devices. The slight decrease experienced by the systems586

were as a result of the increase in the number of D devices587

participating in the LC P1 and LC P2 phase. Furthermore,588

the proposed protocol was compared with another protocol589

in [24], such as the non-persistent carrier sense multiple access590

(NP-CSMA) /TDMA. We noticed that the NP-CSMA-CA/591

TDMA protocol requires more value of the contention length592

due to high occurrence of collisions as compared to the593

proposed protocol. Also, the proposed protocol outperforms594

Fig. 5. Optimized L∗CP1 + L∗CP2
/
Tfr

ratio against the number of devices.

Fig. 6. Achievable system sum-throughput versus number of iterations.

the NP-CSMA/TDMA protocol, for instance, for D = 200, 595

400, and 600, the proposed protocol has optimized values of 596

0.23, 0.21, and 0.20, while the NP-CSMA/TDMA protocol 597

has optimized values of 0.17, 0.14, and 0.13 respectively. This 598

shows that a significant gain of about 45.4% was achieved over 599

the NP-CSMA/TDMA protocol. 600

C. Convergence Performance Comparison 601

This section studied the performance of the proposed pro- 602

tocol in terms of convergence speed. This performance eval- 603

uation experiment was carried out by studying the achievable 604

sum-throughput of the proposed protocol against the number 605

of iterations. For this to be achieved, the proposed protocol 606

was configured with D = 1000 devices, involving L = 750 607

and Q = 250 devices for class 1 and class 2 respectively, while 608

the baseline protocol was also configured with 1000 devices in 609

parallel. Also, different number of iterations were considered. 610

Based on these configurations, simulation experiments were 611

carried out and the results obtained are presented in Fig. 6. 612

From Fig. 6, the proposed algorithm performed better than 613

the existing algorithm as it saturates to an optimal solution 614

at about 100 iterations compared to the existing genetic 615

algorithm-based solution in [24]. Additionally, the proposed 616
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Fig. 7. Achievable throughput versus offered traffic.

protocol was also compared with the NP-CSMA/TDMA pro-617

tocol in [24]. It was observed that the proposed protocol618

performs better than the NP-CSMA/TDMA protocol as it619

saturates to an optimal solution at about 100 iterations unlike620

the NP-CSMA/TDMA protocol which attain its optimal solu-621

tion at about 125 iterations. The proposed algorithm was622

able to realize a performance improvement of about 12.1%623

and 6.7% when compared with the baseline protocol and the624

NP-CSMA/TDMA protocol, respectively in the convergence625

iterations and is indicative of efficiency in terms of fast626

convergence.627

D. Comparison of the Achievable System628

Sum-Throughput629

Simulation investigations were carried out on the proposed630

hybrid multi-class MAC protocol and the existing hybrid MAC631

protocol for different configuration scenarios to investigate its632

impact on the normalized sum-throughput. Fig. 7. presents the633

system sum-throughput versus offered traffic for D = 1000634

devices with a configuration of L = 750 and Q = 250 devices635

for class 1 and class 2 respectively. Also, the baseline protocol636

was equally configured with a total number of 1000 devices.637

During the experiments, the proposed algorithms were enabled638

for the proposed protocol and disabled for the baseline proto-639

col. Based on the generated results, it is very clear that as640

the offered traffic is increasingly varied, the throughput of641

the system also has a slight increase. To further show how642

efficient our proposed protocol is compared to the baseline643

protocol, the performance of the system was further analyzed,644

for instance, when the offered traffic is at 0.2, the proposed645

protocol has a normalized throughput of 0.95, while the result646

of baseline protocol has a normalized throughput of 0.87. This647

indicates that the proposed protocol has an improvement of648

about 9.2% in the system throughput rate over the baseline649

protocol. This improvement was as a result of the proposed650

multi-class concept that was introduced and also the proposed651

PSO based algorithm which was able to accommodate more652

devices.653

In addition, the proposed protocol was compared with the654

NP-CSMA/TDMA protocol in [24], and at 0.2 offered traffic,655

Fig. 8. Average health packet delay versus offered traffic.

the NP-CSMA/TDMA protocol has a normalized throughput 656

of 0.89, while the proposed protocol has a normalized through- 657

put of 0.95. Therefore, a performance improvement of about 658

6.7% was achieved. 659

E. Average Health Packet Delay 660

In this section, we investigate the average health packet 661

transmission delay against the offered traffic. For this purpose, 662

we configure the proposed hybrid multi-class MAC protocol 663

and the baseline protocol with D = 200, 400, 600, 800, and 664

1000 devices. For the proposed protocol, when D = 1000 665

devices, L was set to 750, while Q was set to 250 for 666

class 1 and class 2 respectively. Based on the simulation 667

results that were generated and presented in Fig. 8, the newly 668

proposed protocol was able to minimize the average health 669

packet delay by optimizing the contention duration and the 670

transmission duration. Also, from Fig. 8, we observe that 671

the average health packet transmission delay increases as the 672

offered traffic is increased. However, the proposed protocol 673

was able to obtain a reduced average health packet delay 674

compared to the baseline protocol. As an example, at offered 675

traffic of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0, we have average delays 676

of 0.60, 0.63, 0.65, 0.70, and 0.71 respectively as against 677

the baseline protocol with average delays of 0.67, 0.70, 0.72, 678

0.77, and 0.78 respectively. This means that there is an overall 679

improvement of about 9.6% in the health packet delay time 680

over the baseline protocol. 681

Also, we compared the proposed protocol with the 682

NP-CSMA/TDMA protocol in [24], and at offered traffic 683

of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0, the proposed protocol has average 684

delays of 0.60, 0.63, 0.65, 0.70, and 0.71 respectively, while 685

the NP-CSMA/TDMA protocol has average delays of 0.67, 686

0.68, 0.71, 0.72, and 0.73 respectively. An overall performance 687

improvement of about 6.2% was achieved. 688

F. Reservation Ratio 689

In this section, we consider the comparison of the newly 690

proposed protocol with the baseline protocol in terms of the 691

reservation ratio. To achieve this, we consider a configura- 692

tion of D = 1000 devices and we set L and Q to be 693
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Fig. 9. Reservation ratio versus offered traffic.

750 and 250 devices for class 1 and class 2 respectively. Also,694

the baseline protocol was configured with 1000 devices. Based695

on these configurations, simulation results were obtained and696

presented in Fig. 9. It can be deduced from Fig. 9 that the697

higher the offered traffic in the network the lower the reser-698

vation ratio, which means that there will be limited available699

TDMA slot for transmission opportunity. For instance, when700

the offered traffic is at 0.2, the proposed protocol has a701

reservation ratio of 0.23, while the baseline protocol has a702

reservation ratio of 0.21. We can infer from this that the703

proposed protocol outperforms the baseline protocol with a704

performance gain of about 9.5% which was as a result of705

the efficiency of the proposed multi-class concept and the706

PSO algorithm we introduced that was able to increase the707

number of transmission slots of the proposed MAC protocol708

and therefore increases the reservation ratio. Fig. 9 presents709

the reservation ratio of the TDMA slot against the devices710

offered traffic.711

Moreover, we further investigate the performance of the712

proposed protocol with the NP-CSMA/TDMA protocol713

in [24], and we noticed that at an offered traffic of 0.2,714

the proposed protocol has a reservation ratio of 0.23, while the715

NP-CSMA/TDMA protocol has a reservation ratio of 0.215.716

This means that an improvement of about 6.9% was achieved.717

We also observed that the reservation ratio and the packet718

success-access-ratio with normalized offered traffic have a719

similar performance.720

G. Impact of Less Number of Devices on721

Sum-Throughput722

In this section, an experiment was performed on the pro-723

posed and the baseline protocols in terms of sum-throughput724

versus offered traffic with less number of devices. This experi-725

ment was considered to further investigate the performance of726

the newly proposed protocol. For this to be achieved, we con-727

figure D to be 100, 50, and 20 devices, and we set L = 80, 40,728

and 15 devices for class 1 respectively and Q = 20, 10, and729

5 devices for class 2 respectively. The proposed protocol and730

the baseline protocol were both simulated based on the config-731

urations of 100, 50, and 20 devices. From Fig. 10, 11, and 12,732

Fig. 10. Throughput versus offered traffic for D = 100 devices.

Fig. 11. Throughput versus offered traffic for D = 50 devices.

Fig. 12. Throughput versus offered traffic for D = 20 devices.

it is obvious that the normalized sum-throughput reduced 733

drastically compared to when considering a larger number 734

of devices. It is also clear that the proposed protocol has a 735

better performance than the baseline protocol. For example, in 736

Fig 10, when the offered traffic is at 0.01 for D = 100 devices, 737
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Fig. 13. Average health packet delay versus offered traffic with
D = 100 devices.

Fig. 14. Average health packet delay versus offered traffic with
D = 50 devices.

the proposed protocol has a throughput of 0.71, while the base-738

line protocol has a throughput of 0.65. This means a significant739

gain of about 9.2% of the sum-throughput rate was achieved by740

the proposed protocol over the baseline protocol. Also, from741

Fig. 11, when D is configured to be 50 devices, the proposed742

protocol has a throughput of 0.64, while the baseline protocol743

has a throughput of 0.58 when the offered traffic is at744

0.005 which implies a performance gain of about 10.3%.745

Additionally, from Fig. 12, when D is configured to be746

20 devices, the proposed protocol has a throughput of 0.50,747

while the baseline protocol has a throughput of 0.44 when748

the offered traffic is at 0.002, we noticed a performance gain749

of 13.6%.750

H. Impact of Less Number of Devices on Average Delay751

The impact of less number of devices on health packet752

delay for the proposed protocol and baseline protocol are753

investigated in this section. This experiment was based on754

a configuration of D = 100, 50, and 20 devices, where we755

set L = 80, 40, and 15 devices for class 1 respectively, and756

Q = 20, 10, and 5 devices for class 2 respectively. Based on757

Fig. 15. Average health packet delay versus offered traffic with
D = 20 devices.

the results generated, compared to when there was a larger 758

number of devices in the system, we observed that there is a 759

reduction in the health packet delay. Also, we noticed that as 760

the offered traffic of the system increases, the average delay 761

time also increases. This experience is due to the fact that 762

the offered traffic has a direct relationship with the health 763

packet delay because of the likelihood of the increase in the 764

number of collisions. But then, our proposed protocol was able 765

to efficiently optimize the contention duration so as to reduce 766

collisions and therefore minimizes delay as evident in Fig. 13, 767

14, and 15. From Fig. 13, we also noticed that the proposed 768

protocol outperforms the baseline protocol, for instance, at an 769

offered traffic of 0.01 when D = 100 devices, there is an 770

average delay of 0.45 as against the baseline protocol with 771

average delay of 0.53. This means that the proposed protocol 772

has a performance gain of about 15.1% in the health packet 773

delay over the baseline protocol. Also, from Fig 14, at an 774

offered traffic of 0.005 when D = 50 devices, the proposed 775

protocol has an average delay of 0.34 and the baseline protocol 776

has an average delay of 0.42 which implies a significant gain of 777

about 19%. In addition, when we configure D to be 20 devices 778

and at an offered traffic of 0.002 in Fig. 15, the proposed 779

protocol has an average delay of 0.28 and the baseline protocol 780

has an average delay of 0.36 and this implies a significant gain 781

of about 22%. 782

VIII. CONCLUSION 783

A hybrid multi-class MAC protocol for WBAN systems 784

has been introduced in this paper. The proposed protocol’s 785

operation has two major processes in a single frame, namely 786

the contention phase and the transmission phase. The con- 787

tention phase employs the slotted ALOHA protocol as a 788

contention mechanism for the reservation of transmission slots, 789

while the transmission phase employs the TDMA protocol 790

for transmission purposes. The trade-off between these two 791

phases was optimized through multi-objective optimization 792

techniques and a particle swarm optimization algorithm to 793

improve the system performance gains in terms of the system 794

fast convergence, sum-throughput, reservation ratio, success- 795

access-ratio, and the average delay. The proposed algorithms 796
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were validated based on the considered performance compar-797

ison criteria, including the convergence speed of the system798

against different number of iterations, impact of less number799

of devices on the achievable throughput and on the average800

health packet delay. From the simulation results, the proposed801

protocol performs better than the baseline protocol in terms of802

the system sum-throughput with a performance gain of about803

9.2%, reservation ratio with a performance gain of about 9.5%,804

and average health packet delay with an overall performance805

gain of about 9.6%. Considering the power-constrained nature806

of the biomedical devices, it will be interesting to investigate807

solutions to improve the energy efficiency performance in808

future.809
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